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Abstract: The inability to determine molecular structures from powdered samples is a key barrier to progress
in many areas of molecular and materials science. We report an approach to structure determination that
combines molecular modeling with experimental spin diffusion data obtained from the high-resolution solid-
state nuclear magnetic resonance of protons, and which allows the determination of the three-dimensional
structure of an organic compound, in powder form and at natural isotopic abundance.

Introduction

The ability to determine three-dimensional atomic or molec-
ular structures by X-ray diffraction on single-crystal samples is
the keystone on which much of our understanding of chemistry
has developed over the last century. Today single-crystal
diffraction methods (with either X-rays or neutrons) are capable
of characterizing systems as diverse as membrane proteins,1,2

whole virus particles,3 complex inorganic materials,4 supramo-
lecular nanostructures,5,6 or even transient time-resolved struc-
tures.7,8 In contrast, if the sample is a powder, structural
characterization represents an enormous challenge. Samples can
be powders either because of their intrinsic nature (in the case
of pharmaceutical preparations for example) or commonly
because crystals large enough for diffraction cannot be formed.
Such samples are becoming increasingly widespread, notably
in the area of new materials, and the development of experi-
mental methods to study the three-dimensional atomic structure
of powdered solids is thus an area of great current interest.

Significant recent progress has been made in the application
of X-ray and neutron diffraction methods,9 and spectacular
advances have been made in solid-state Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) methods for powdered solids.10 This latter

technique has recently led to the first determination of the three-
dimensional structure of a powdered microcrystalline protein,11

to structural models of amyloid fibrils,12-14 and to models for
extended inorganic networks.15-18 Curiously, in some ways
small molecular compounds are harder to handle by NMR than
macromolecules. For example, macromolecules can often be
treated without considering the crystalline environment, and
sophisticated isotopic labeling schemes are available to facilitate
spectral assignment and geometry measurements. Structural
studies of small molecules, especially at natural isotopic
abundance, remain challenging.

Here, we report the determination of the three-dimensional
structure of an organic compound, in powder form and at natural
isotopic abundance, obtained by an approach that combines
molecular modeling with experimental spin diffusion data
obtained from the high-resolution solid-state nuclear magnetic
resonance of protons. We use a simple framework for a
quantitative analysis of directly detected1H-1H correlations
due to spin diffusion, combined with molecular modeling. The
approach is demonstrated with powdered (microcrystalline)â-L-
aspartyl-L-alanine (1) (Scheme 1), where we determine the
crystal structure to within an rmsd of 0.33 Å of the known
coordinates.
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High-Resolution Proton NMR in Solids and Back
Calculation of Spin Diffusion Curves

In the solid state, the presence of strong dipolar couplings
between protons considerably broadens the spectral resonances,
even under magic angle spinning (MAS). Despite this handicap
the study of proton-proton contacts in the solid-state has
nonetheless been shown to be particularly valuable, when
possible, and such proton-proton NMR constraints are increas-
ingly exploited for characterization of isotopically enriched
molecular systems,19-24 mostly microcrystalline proteins, using
isotopic dilution and indirect detection schemes. Spiess and co-
workers have shown that double-quantum (DQ) proton NMR
spectra, obtained under fast MAS, can have very important
applications in nonbiological systems.25,26

The use of combined rotation and multiple-pulse techniques
(CRAMPS)27 and considerable advances in the field of homo-
nuclear dipolar decoupling have recently made the direct
acquisition of highly resolved proton spectra possible.28,29

Notably, the study of high-resolution1H-1H transfers can be
of major interest for the characterization of molecules at natural
abundance, as illustrated for example by recent applications of
high-resolution1H-1H DQ MAS experiments.30,31

Proton spin diffusion (PSD) is a ubiquitous process in solids,32

whereby magnetization is exchanged between protons according
to a process driven by the internuclear distance dependent
dipolar coupling. It has long been recognized that this provides
in principle a probe of internuclear distances and therefore
structures. However, the rate of spin diffusion also depends on
the orientation of the internuclear vector in the sample, the
details of the anisotropic chemical shifts of the two coupled
nuclei, the coupling to other protons, and experimental factors
such as the magic angle spinning rate.32 In a powder under MAS

it is not evident to calculate spin diffusion curves from trial
structures to compare with experiment.

To circumvent this problem, we recently proposed to model
spin diffusion with a phenomenological multispin kinetic rate
matrix approach, summed over the structure.33 In this model
the rate of exchange between two types of spini andj is given
by

whereµ0, γ, andp are the physical constants, whererij is the
internuclear distance between atomsi and j, and whereλ
indicates the sum over exchange between sitesi andj in different
molecules in the crystalline lattice.A is a phenomenological
scaling factor. The exponentn can in principle be a variable,
but here it will be set ton ) 6. The peak intensities,Pij, observed
in a two-dimensional exchange spectrum are then given by33,34

whereK is anN × N matrix of the rateskij of exchange between
the N different resonances in the spectrum, whereτSD is the
spin diffusion mixing time, and whereMzj

0 is the intensity of
the jth peak atτSD ) 0.

This simplified model for spin diffusion, within its validity,
provides a way of back calculating spectra from trial structures
and, therefore, a way of determining structures by eValuating
the best fit between the data and trial structures. We previously
showed that if we assume that the molecular conformation is
known, then this does provide a way to determine the crystalline
unit cell parameters.33 However, the more important question,
which we address here, is if this model is sufficiently robust
and sensitive to determine the molecular conformation inside a
given unit cell.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1a shows experimental spin diffusion data for1
obtained under magic angle spinning at 6.25 kHz and using
eDUMBO-112.5 homonuclear decoupling35 as described in the
Materials and Methods section. The figure highlights the
evolution as a function of the mixing time of 9 of the 49 peaks
in the spectrum. The experimental data are compared to the
predicted curves for two different trial geometries, which differ
from each other by an rmsd of 0.12 Å. Clearly, we can evaluate
that there are small but significant differences in the predicted
spin diffusion behavior for these two structures and that the
structure corresponding to the green curves provides a better
fit to experiment. More precisely Figure 1b shows the variation
in the least squares deviation of the curves predicted for the
known crystal structure36 from the experimental data as we
introduce random variations into the data at the estimated level
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Scheme 1. â-L-Aspartyl-L-alanine
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of the noise. The deviation is designated as

whereσi is the estimated error on data pointi. In this case we
see that the data are of sufficient quality to detect changes in
the øPSD

2 of ∼0.35. This means we can detect a significant
difference between two structures that change the value of the
øPSD

2 by that amount. It is important to note that this level of
structural sensitivity is obtained through full back calculation
of the complete PSD buildup curves. Calculation of the intial
rates is not sufficient to enable this analysis.

We have integrated the full back-calculation of the spectrum
from a trial structure, and the evaluation of the difference with
respect to the experimental data, as an external routine into the
Xplor-NIH molecular modeling (MM) package.37,38Within this
framework, we can optimize trial geometries by combining the
internal MM energy term, which maintains reasonable covalent
geometry, and a standard van der Waals potential, which
maintains physically reasonable crystal structures, and the PSD
pseudo energy (which is the measuredø2 obtained by back
calculation from the trial structure using the model of eqs 1
and 2).

(37) Schwieters, C. D.; Kuszewski, J. J.; Tjandra, N.; Clore, G. M.J. Magn.
Reson.2003, 160, 66-74.

Figure 1. (a) Measured peak volumes as a function of spin diffusion mixing time for 9 of the 49 peaks observed in the 2D spin diffusion experiment for
compound1. The measured values are compared to fits to the curves (in red and green) expected from the model of eq 2 for two trial structures that differ
from each other by an rmsd of 0.12 Å. (b) Measured distribution of the values oføPSD

2 for the comparison between the data and the known crystal structure,
as random changes in the data are introduced. 1000 artificial datasets were generated by adding noise to the experimental data from a Gaussian distribution
with a standard deviation of 1% of the volume of the OH peak atτ ) 0, which is the estimated value of the noise induced error in the measure of the
cross-peak volumes. The red curve is a Gaussian function with full width at half-height of 0.35.

øPSD
2 ) ∑

i

(calci - expti)
2

σi
2

(3)
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Figure 2a shows a representative part of an ensemble of 3000
random starting structures roughly compatible with possible
crystalline packing, generated as described in the Materials and
Methods below. Note that these structures, which are randomly
generated, do not occupy space in a random fashion but already
limit the structure determination to more or less physically
reasonable structures, thereby introducing a significant reduction
in the structural space that needs to be explored using the
experimental PSD constraints. Figure 2 shows the result of
refining these structures using an energy given by

whereEXplor is a standard MM force field including standard
covalent terms, van der Waals, and electrostatic terms, and
where EPSD ) aPSD øPSD

2 with aPSD being the weight of the
experimental constraints.Etot is used as a cost function in a
simplex minimization protocol of the Xplor-NIH package. The
back-calculated PSD energy,EPSD, was evaluated for all 3000
members of the ensemble, and the 200 structures which had
the lowest values were then refined using the simplex procedure
againstEtot. Figure 2b shows the 16 structures with the lowest

values ofEPSDafter the refinement procedure and the exclusion
of structures with unreasonably large intramolecular van der
Waals energies. These structures deviate from each other by an
ensemble rmsd for all atoms of only 0.09 Å (excluding the
protons on the CH3 and NH3 groups) and deviate from the
known crystal structure by an all atom rmsd of only 0.33 Å.

Figure 3 illustrates the crystal structure and packing deter-
mined here as represented by the average coordinates of the 16
lowest EPSD structures. Figure 3a shows the deviation of the
average structure found here from the known crystal structure.
This clearly illustrates that,at least in faVorable conditions, and
if the experimental data is of sufficient quality, PSD data can
be used to determine crystal structures in powdered samples at
natural abundance. As such, this work constitutes a significant
step further in the emerging domain of NMR crystallog-
raphy.15-17,33,39-41

Furthermore, a particularly interesting factor is that this
structure determination protocol uses proton positions as the
basis for the determination. In that sense it is highly comple-
mentary to X-ray diffraction studies, which are guided primarily
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discerning the arrangement and bonding of atoms in crystalline solids and
with the geometric structure of crystal lattices.” Since the powders we study
here are microcrystalline, the term NMR Crystallography appears natural.
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Figure 2. (a) A set of 150 structures from the ensemble of 3000 random
structures used as the starting point for the structure refinement. (b) The
16 structures determined with the lowestEPSDvalues after the optimization
procedure described in the text.

Figure 3. (a) Comparison between the known crystal structure of1 in
orange and the structure obtained from the average coordinates of the 16
structures determined here with the lowestEPSD values as described in the
text. The view is taken along thea axis of the unit cell. (b) A second view
of the average structure determined here, illustrating the packing arrangement
from another angle.

Etot ) EXplor + EPSD (4)
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by heavy atoms, and where proton positions are the hardest to
determine. Notably, when we visualize the whole crystal lattice
as determined here, in Figure 3b, we can see that the OH and
NH protons are positioned in reasonable intermolecular hydro-
gen bonding configurations. This is determined directly in the
procedure and does not rely on positioning the protons once
the heavy atoms have been determined (rather the inverse). We
also remark that diffraction and NMR data are further comple-
mentary in that where diffraction is by nature a global effect,
and probes the whole lattice directly, into which one has to
position the individual nuclei, NMR in contrast provides a local,
atomic level probe, with interactions that “reach out” to
determine the lattice.

The structure we determine here appears to have a systematic
deviation from the X-ray determined structure. We can imagine
several sources of this error, most of which could be improved
in the future. The most obvious are that the spin diffusion data,
which are the fruit of current state of the art NMR experiments,
may contain artifacts in the intensity of certain peaks. Indeed,
other data sets we have recorded, where we are conscious of
problems in the spectra, lead to varying degrees of success in
the convergence of the refinement, indicating that high-quality
data are essential to obtain good structures. Structural deviations
may also be induced because the model we use to fit the data
is not correct. Apart from the validity of the single-exponential
approximation, the geometrical model may itself be wrong, as
we have approximated the motion of the protons of the CH3

and NH3 groups (which from the NMR spectrum are clearly
undergoing rapid motion) by a simple fast three-site jump model
(which is achieved by simply setting the exchange rate constants
for magnetization transfer between these protons to be 2 orders
of magnitude faster than the other, dipolar driven, exchange
rates). This three-site jump model (slightly) improves the fit
quality with respect to a single configuration. However, it is
quite probable that these protons are undergoing continuous
motion around theC3 axis and that a model reproducing this
type of dynamics would provide even better structures.

Finally, we remark that we have consciously made very little
attempt to optimize the MM force field parameters, which could
also lead to induction of unfavorable structures. This is
particularly the case for the orientation of the two carboxyl
groups present in this molecule. The orientation of the carboxyl
groups depends only little on the proton positions and so is
largely determined by the force field we use here. This highlights
again how this NMR-based structure is defined by the proton
positions, which are themselves found to be in remarkably good
agreement with the known structure.

Conclusion

We have introduced a combined MM/NMR-PSD approach,
using a model for the back calculation of the full PSD buildup
curves, which enables us to determine the molecular structure
of 1 at natural abundance and in powdered form, from a
randomly generated starting ensemble to obtain a group of
structures with a 0.09 Å rmsd, and which deviate on average
from the known structure by only 0.33 Å. All the sources of
error discussed above can be improved by further developing
the model for PSD and the experimental methods used to acquire
the spectra. We are thus confident that this method will improve
and become more widespread in the future.

Materials and Methods

NMR Spectroscopy.The acquisition of the1H-1H spin diffusion
spectra analyzed here has already been reported in detail in ref 33.
The data were acquired from high-resolution two-dimensional1H-1H
correlation spectra recorded at a Larmor frequency of 500 MHz using
a single channel 2.5 mm MAS probe with about 10 mg of powdered
sample, with homonuclear decoupling fields ofν1 ) 100 kHz and the
magic angle spinning frequencyνr ) 6.25 kHz. The buildup curves
used for the analysis here were obtained by integrating peak volumes
in a series of 14 2D spectra recorded with spin diffusion mixing times
τSD distributed from 2µs to 1 ms.

â-L-Aspartyl-L-alanine was bought from Bachem (Bu¨bendorf, Swit-
zerland) and used without further purification or recrystallization.

Structure Calculations. Back calculation of the spectral intensities
from trial coordinates, and comparison with the data, was achieved by
a home written C++ routine. Comparison with the data to provide the
value oføPSD

2 used a fitting routine that only adjusted the value ofA in
eq 1 to provide the lowest possible value oføPSD

2 for each trial
structure. The C++ program was then interfaced to the Python scripting
language using the SWIG interpreter and integrated into the Python
scripting framework of Xplor-NIH as a new potential term, using the
Xplor-NIH pyPot module.37 In the structure calculations shown here a
CHARMM19/22 empirical energy function was employed, with
standard periodic van der Waals and electrostatic terms. The crystalline
environment and the periodic interactions are enabled in Xplor through
the “xrefin” statement. Calculations were carried out using the following
unit cell parameters,P212121, a ) 4.845 Å,b ) 9.409 Å,c ) 19.170
Å, R ) â ) γ ) 90°.36 There are four symmetry-related (NMR
equivalent) molecules in the unit cell. The back calculation took account
of all pairs of atoms within a radius of 10 Å of the atoms in the central
molecule.

Each of the members of the starting ensemble of 3000 structures
was generated by starting from a “template” coordinate set having an
arbitrary extended conformation with an ideal geometry, obtained from
randomly generated coordinates, on which dynamics and minimization
were run to anneal the structure to a reasonable covalency. Then a
standard molecular dynamics protocol was applied to “shuffle” the
structure into an ensemble compatible with crystalline packing in three
steps: (i) a high temperature (3000 K) loop with covalent restraints
but no van der Waals repulsion term; (ii) a 100-step cycle with the
inter- and intramolecular van der Waals radius and force constant being
incrementally raised along with changes in the force constants for angles
and improper dihedral angles; and (iii) a cooling loop, where all the
weights were incrementally raised to their final values. 3000 structures
out of a total of 45 000 were then selected on the basis of their van der
Waals energy. The rmsd from the average for this group of 3000 random
structures was 2.3 Å.

The structure refinement process was then carried out in five steps.
Note that these steps constitute an empirical “recipe,” constrained in
most part by the absence of an analytical gradient function for the PSD
energy term (see below). It is by no means intended as a definitive
protocol and will certainly evolve in the future. First, an optimization
of all 3000 structures was performed by systematically varying the CH3,
NH3, and OH dihedral angles and retaining the structure with the lowest
value ofEPSD. The 200 structures with the lowestEPSD in the resulting
ensemble were then optimized usingEtot in an all-atom simplex
minimization of up to 3000 steps. The value ofaPSD was 35, and only
intermolecular van der Waals terms were used (with no electrostatics).
The ensemble of 200 structures was then regularized by a Powell type
minimization using onlyEXplor with the same parameters. The ensemble
was then reoptimized by a second simplex minimization usingEtot with
van der Waals and electrostatics forces including both inter- and
intramolecular terms, and finally the CH3, NH3, and OH dihedral angles
were reoptimized againstEPSDalone. The 16 structures with the lowest
EPSD values were used in the ensemble shown in Figure 2b, and they
vary in øPSD

2 from 15.9 to 16.2.
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Simplex minimizations are, by far, not the most efficient structural
optimization tools. However, we have currently not implemented a
calculation of the gradient of theEPSDfunction with respect to the atomic
coordinates, and all other routines (Powell, Simulated Annealing, ...)
require a gradient in order to function. Note that calculation of the
gradient by finite differences is not practical, since it would greatly
increase the number of calls required to the back calculation routine.
As a guide, currently the optimization of 200 structures, as described
above, takes about 6 h of CPUtime on a 4× 2.5 GHz Macintosh G5
computer running Xplor-NIH under MAC OSX, although it should be
noted we have made little or no attempt so far to optimize our code.

Evaluation of the analytical form of the gradient function is under way,
and we are confident it will improve significantly the range of structures
we can refine.
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